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polytec offer an express sample service.
Visit www.polytec.com.au to order your free sample.

Create your look

Reception counter in XENOLITH Calacutta Grey Smooth.
Reception counter panelling STECCAWOOD Natural Oak Ravine in 31x31mm.

XENOLITH
polytec’s innovation continues with the introduction of Xenolith, a 15mm thick
premium solid coloured core composite laminate product which can be used in
various high-traffic applications.
Xenolith is available for both vertical and horizontal applications. It can be used for
benchtops, vanities, cafe tops, wet room partitioning and covered alfresco areas.
The unique solid coloured core allows for exposed ends with no join lines caused by
a laminated edge, matching the colour of choice. This premium product is available
in a variety of edge profiles, machined into the surface to provide a seamless look.
Xenolith is offered in four marble patterns: Calacutta D’oro, Calacutta Grey, Marmo
di Torre and Marmo di Monte, each with a touch of high-end luxury. The modern
Grey Cement and White Cement inspired by industrial design, Portland Stone and
the brand new Solid White create flexible design opportunities. All colours are
available in a soft, hygienic and antibacterial Smooth finish in 3660mm x 1830mm
full sheets and made-to-order tops up to 4400x1830mm.
The surface of polytec’s Xenolith is made from a stain and water-resistant resin.
The toughness and high impermeable properties of this surface mean that polytec’s
Xenolith should require no more than wiping with a soft cloth, dampened with plain
water or a household detergent mix to remove all common household spills.
Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information.
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XENOLITH range

edge profiles

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.
To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Solid White

Smooth

Shark Nose

Marmo di Torre

Smooth

2mm Double Fine Edge

Marmo di Monte

Smooth

Aris

Calacutta Grey

Smooth

Calacutta D’oro

Smooth

White Cement

Smooth

Grey Cement

Smooth

Waterfall benchtop in XENOLITH Calacutta D’oro Smooth.
Overhead cupboard doors, Bevel Edge drawers and bar panels in RAVINE Natural Oak.

Portland Stone
Dark coloured surfaces will show fingerprints and require more care and maintenance than lighter coloured surfaces.
It is recommended to test a product sample prior to colour selection.

Smooth
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Bevel Edge drawers in MELAMINE Blossom White Matt.
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ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
polytec is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is an intrinsic part of the way we do business daily. Our decisions are made so
that they have minimum negative impact on the environment.
We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs including aluminium and metals, used oils and timber waste is recycled back into
packaging and energy. We subscribe to local government environmental initiatives and voluntary audits as well as our own internal Energy and Carbon
Management Policy (ECM), which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program.
Our national portfolio of facilities boasts a total of almost 54,000 solar panels with 17.66 million solar kWh generated, the equivalent of 7,377 trees
planted saving close to 12,000 tonne of CO2 emissions. The Oberon facility is now Australia’s largest rooftop solar system, with 27,000 panels spread
across 8 hectares of rooftop. polytec continues to improve on sustainability measures in order to build a circular economy and better future for all.
polytec doors and benchtops are certified Australian Made & Owned.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
The surface of polytec’s Xenolith is made from a stain-resistant melamine based resin. The toughness and high impermeability of this surface means
that polytec’s Xenolith should require no more than wiping with a soft cloth, dampened with plain water or a household detergent mix to remove all
common household spills.
For more stubborn stains use a mild household cleaning spray. Always ensure you refer to the recommendations provided by the manufacturer of the
cleaning product before use.
By following these simple steps you should retain a beautiful surface for many years.
Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information. Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured
surfaces and require more care and maintenance.
The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they should only be used as an indication of actual
product colour. To order your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au.
polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure, to view a large colour sample or a full sheet design,
visit www.polytec.com.au.
The use of our current samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. Samples are provided for colour and finish selection
and polytec recommend testing a sample for fingerprint resistance and ease of cleaning. polytec does not guarantee exact colour matches across product
ranges due to colour variation in each product group.

COMPLEMENTARY RANGES
BENCHTOPS range

EVOLUTION range

COMMERCIAL range

MELAMINE doors & panels

COMPACT laminate

THERMOLAMINATED doors & panels

STECCAWOOD prefinished decorative battens

ALFRESCO & ALUMINIUM framed doors

35mm ARCHITECTURAL doors

WARDROBE range

Tabletops in XENOLITH Calacutta Grey Smooth with a Shark Nose edge.
COVER IMAGE:
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Tabletops in XENOLITH Calacutta Grey Smooth with a Shark Nose edge.

